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Abstract: The importance of mixed forests is increasingly recognized on a scientific level, due to their
greater productivity and efficiency in resource use, compared to pure stands. However, a reliable
quantification of the actual spatial extent of mixed stands on a fine spatial scale is still lacking. Indeed,
classification and mapping of mixed populations, especially with semi-automatic procedures, has
been a challenging issue up to date. The main objective of this study is to evaluate the potential
of Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA) and Very-High-Resolution imagery (VHR) to detect and
map mixed forests of broadleaves and coniferous trees with a Minimum Mapping Unit (MMU) of
500 m2. This study evaluates segmentation-based classification paired with non-parametric method
K- nearest-neighbors (K-NN), trained with a dataset independent from the validation one. The forest
area mapped as mixed forest canopies in the study area amounts to 11%, with an overall accuracy
being equal to 85% and K of 0.78. Better levels of user and producer accuracies (85–93%) are reached
in conifer and broadleaved dominated stands. The study findings demonstrate that the very high
resolution images (0.20 m of spatial resolutions) can be reliably used to detect the fine-grained pattern
of rare mixed forests, thus supporting the monitoring and management of forest resources also on
fine spatial scales.

Keywords: mixed forests; very-high-resolution imagery; object-based image analysis; multiresolution
segmentation; semi-automatic classification; forest mapping; Italy

1. Introduction

A mixed forest is defined as an area where at least two species coexist at any stage
of development, sharing resources including light, water, and nutrients [1]. The relative
abundance of species can be quantified as a percentage proportion of the stand density,
volume or coverage parameters of the canopy. For operational or forest inventory purposes
it is a common practice to classify as “mixed” those forest stands where two (or more) tree
species contribute each to more than 10–30% to stand basal area [1]. Similar thresholds
are used for canopy cover. For instance, the Corine Land Cover nomenclature defines
“mixed forest” as the alternation of patches, groups or single trees of broadleaved and
coniferous trees, over a minimum mapping unit of 25 ha, the share of both coniferous and
broad-leaved species representing at least 25%, but maximum 75% of tree-covered area [2].
Mixed-species stands have gained considerable traction in science and policy, especially
in Europe for several reasons. Forests composed of several tree species are expected to
beget biodiversity in the forest habitat, because tree species mixing sets the stage for
variation in other structural components (e.g., tree size differentiation, tree layering).
Further, several studies have demonstrated that mixed forest communities are generally
more productive, resilient and capable of providing more ecosystem services than stands
dominated by a single species [3–10]. Albeit that the knowledge about the ecology of mixed
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forests has recently expanded, almost all studies have been conducted on experimental
or observational platforms, where pairs or triplets of pure and mixed stands, growing
under similar environmental conditions, are compared in terms of productivity, growth
stability, ecosystem services provision, without any prior knowledge on their actual the
spatial extent in the investigated area. It is worth noting that the occurrence of mixed forest
stands may represent an exception, rather than the rule, in many forest regions since, at
least in Europe, managed forests are to a large extent human-made or secondary forests,
often being established and managed as monocultures [11]. Because of their rarity, mixed
forest stands might not be sampled with sufficient intensity by random or systematic forest
inventories, compared to monocultures. This limits the set-up of replicated experiments
to analyze in real-world conditions the effect of mixing two or more tree species forest
ecosystem properties and functions, and also to fill the existing knowledge gaps perceived
by forest managers [12]. From this perspective, mapping the actual occupancy of mixed
stands on a fine spatial scale can be a fundamental tool for both experimental studies and
monitoring activities such as forest inventories. Indeed, maps of occurrence of tree species
mixtures vs. single species would allow, by a stratified sampling approach, the extraction
of sufficiently large samples of mixed forest plots. Several projects and studies have been
developed at European level to map the distribution of single tree species or forest type by
remote sensing with acceptable classification results [13–16]. In this regard, mapping of
forest habitats types dominated by one canopy species is relatively straightforward [17,18],
but where forest landscape is more heterogeneous and includes mixed-species forests, the
mapping procedures may become more challenging [19].

In the scientific literature, there are several studies on forest-type mapping based on
the freely-available multi-source and time-series imagery as high-resolution (HR) Sentinel-2
(S2) [20–22]. However, the possibility to detect forest canopies dominated by different
tree species at fine spatial scale greatly depends on the spatial resolution of the images.
Indeed, [23] have demonstrated that the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2A images (i.e., 10 m)
may be insufficient for the classification of heterogeneous forests with fragmented species
distribution and recommended combining these images with very high resolution data
(VHR). VHR data have been successfully used in the identification of canopy tree species
in simplified contexts such as urban areas [24]. However, to the best of our knowledge
no studies attempted to use VHR images to map mixed stands over fine spatial scales
across forest landscapes. Hyperspectral data [25,26], especially if coupled with lidar
data [27,28], have been successful in the identification of canopy tree species. However,
we believe that much research effort still remains to be addressed to demonstrate that, for
the operational task of tree species identification and mixed stands delineation, the semi-
automatic classification of VHR multispectral data, can result in a consistent improvement
over the business-as-usual method of photointerpretation.

One approach for developing semi-automatic procedures for mapping mixed forest
stands is to rely on Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA). Such technique is widely used to
extract and classify information from high spatial detail imagery [29]. The OBIA has been
successfully applied in various fields of research [30,31] and, in particular, classifications for
environmental studies [32], and small-scale forest mapping [33,34]. The OBIA technique
encompasses two main steps: (i) the “segmentation”, which is the delineation of homoge-
neous objects from the input imagery, following the principle of clustering neighboring
image pixels into “objects”, so as to maximize the intra-object spectral homogeneity and
inter-object spectral heterogeneity (ii) the “classification”, which labels and assigns each
polygon to the target cover class [35]. One of the advantages of segmentation is that it
creates objects that can be associated to land cover types that may be spectrally variable
at the pixel level and, thus, eliminates the “salt and pepper” effect associated with per-
pixel classification [36]. Another advantage is that OBIA delineates non-arbitrary units
for analysis as opposed to pixels; objects can approximate real world features better than
pixels [36], thus resulting in better classification results, than pixel-based techniques, of
high and very high spatial resolution imagery [37,38]. The OBIA is namely well-suited
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to detect the fine-scaled pattern of forest canopy and to delineate specific attributes (e.g.,
tree crowns, canopy gaps) [24,39,40]. In addition, the use of shape features, hierarchical
structures of objects and classes, and the topological features relating to the objects are other
benefits of OBIA approaches. In particular, the Multi-Resolution Segmentation (MRS) [35]
can generate multiple hierarchical levels of image segmentation, i.e., a hierarchical set of
image segmentations at different levels of spectral and shape homogeneity.

The main objective of this study is therefore to advance research in airborne VHR
Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA), with the goal to detect and map mixed forests of
broadleaves and coniferous trees with a Minimum Mapping Unit (MMU) of 500 m2 in
a forest-dominated landscape in Southern Italy. The selected MMU size approximately
corresponds to the minimum area covered by forest inventory plots in National Forest
Inventories in Europe.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study was conducted on the Sila plateau, which is located in Southern Italy and
specifically in the Calabria region (Figure 1). The test site extends over about 6080 ha, with
an elevation ranging between 850 and 1840 m above sea level. The actual forest area in
the investigated test site amounts to 4846 ha, predominantly located on north-western
exposure, based on ancillary information retrieved from a high-resolution land use map
available for the study area [41]. Forest types are mainly represented by stands dominated
by beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) or Corsican pine (Pinus nigra J.F. Arnold subsp. laricio (Poir.)
Maire) on elevations above 1000 m. Mixed stands of the two species can be found either in
ecotone zones or can develop from stages of forest succession in mature stands of Corsican
pine. In the latter case, the most typical physiognomy is a bi-layered vertical structure
with an open upper canopy layer of Corsican pine and an underlying layer of beech. In
the submontane belt, ranging between 700–1200 m, other broadleaved deciduous trees
dominate the landscape such as chestnut and turkey oak [42].
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2.2. Image Data

The multispectral imagery was acquired by the high-resolution imaging system ADS
40 (Airborne Digital Sensor), in the framework of Terra-Italy project [43]. The time of
acquisition was late spring (May 2017), a phenological period corresponding to early stage
of leaf development for the deciduous tree species in the area. Each single VHR image
(pixel size = 0.2 m, 8 bits radiometric resolution) acquired by the aerial platform covers
around 11.5 km2. Therefore, a mosaic of digital orthophotos was created for the study area.
The spectral resolution of the ADS 40 sensor covers the three spectral bands most relevant
for vegetation mapping (Green, Red, Near-Infrared).

2.3. Methods

The multispectral orthophotos were processed in order to delineate mixed-species
stands of broadleaved deciduous species (beech) and conifer (Corsican pine) from a wider
forest landscape largely dominated by single species stands of these two species. The
data processing workflow (Figure 2) consisted of the following steps: (1) multi-resolution
segmentation; (2) noise removal; (3) training sample selection and classification (4) classifica-
tion of smaller scale objects by KNN algorithm (5) built-up of an independent classification
of sample polygons for map validation (6) map accuracy assessment. Steps from 1 to 4
were carried out using the eCognition Developer 9.5 software of Trimble Germany GmbH
(München, Germany), which is specifically designed for object-oriented image analysis [35].

2.3.1. Image Segmentation

In the case of our study, the OBIA was implemented through the Multi-Resolution
Segmentation (MRS) of the VHR imagery. We have taken advantage from this option by
performing two hierarchical segmentations: a coarser segmentation (FS150) and a finer
one (FS80). Four key parameters were used to adjust MRS at both levels: scale parameter
(FS), the weight of compactness and smoothness, the weight of color and shape and the
layer weights. All these parameters were empirically found to ensure the best results for
delineation of desired segmentation, using the trial and error approach. The Image layer
weights were tailored for the best differentiation between conifer and broadleaves, with
the double emphasis being put mainly on the NIR band (RED = 1 NIR = 2 GREEN = 1). For
the finer level of segmentation (FS 80) the scale parameter was set to 80, the shape criterion
was set to 0.20 and the compactness criterion to 0.80. For the coarser level of segmentation
(FS 150) the scale parameter was set to 150, the shape criterion was set to 0.40 and the
compactness criterion to 0.80.

The rationale behind this two-level segmentation is that the small polygons delineated
by FS80 segmentation, are used to outline spectrally homogeneous tree crowns, that
can be then recognized and classified as “broadleaved deciduous” or “coniferous” by a
semi-automatic algorithm; based on the proportion of areas assigned to “broadleaved”
or “coniferous” dominated polygons, results can be aggregated at the coarser scale level
(FS150 polygons), in order to delineate larger areas where the forest canopy is dominated
by one of the two species group or is composed by small-scaled groups of the two species,
i.e., mixed species stands. In this way, the coarser scale level can be classified into based on
simple merges of regions from segmentations at finer detail levels.
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2.3.2. Classification of Noise

The “extremely” high spatial resolution of the orthomosaic implied the generation of
a very high number image polygons (more than polygons/km2). The latter correspond
not only to sunlit tree crowns, supposedly of the same tree species group (conifer or
broadleaved deciduous), but also to “noise” due to inter-crown space, shadows or even
dead or unhealthy tree crowns. Therefore, one of the first tasks in the semi-automatic clas-
sification of extremely high-resolution images is to handle with the considerable presence
of shadows affecting the spectral response of the objects observed. Accordingly, on the
most detailed segmentation level (FS80) those polygons that were presumably associated
to shadows, light shade or canopy gaps with a grassland understory have been identified
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and removed from the subsequent steps of the classification. The detection of these “noise”
polygons has been performed using the “Assign Class” tool. The Assign Class algorithm is
a simple classification algorithm, which allows the user to assign a class based on spectral
reflectance condition (for example a brightness range). These thresholds (Table 1) have
been determined by conducting repeated tests, and following photointerpretation control,
using the function “feature view” provided by the software.

Table 1. Decision-rules for classification of noise.

Classes Parameter Threshold

Dark Shade Mean green ≤35

Light Shade Mean green >35 & ≤45

Grassland
Brightness ≥110
Max diff ≥0.08 ≤0.329

2.3.3. Training Sample Dataset

The selection of a sufficient number of representative training samples is a critical step
for semi-automatic image classifications methods [44,45]. However, the precise determina-
tion of the number of training data samples needed to achieve an accurate classification is
elusive.

In order to select sufficiently large training samples only FS80 polygons with a size
>100 m2 were considered, corresponding to the average size of FS80 image polygons left
after the removal of noise polygons. In order to spread the training sample at regular
intervals across the area of interest, a grid with square cells of 1 km2 was superimposed
on the study area. A set of training samples (n = 115) was initially extracted including
two random polygons per square kilometer. However, the samples were extracted so
as to represent, in a proportionate way, the variability of the spectral response of the
polygons deemed to be “sunlit” assemblages of tree crowns, due to different tree species
groups (broadleaved deciduous and conifer), but also other factors (topography, health
conditions, phenological status). To this end, the normalized vegetation index NDVI (NIR-
RED/NIR+RED, (where NIR is reflectance in the near-infrared band and RED is reflectance
in the red band) was calculated for the orthomosaic along with the average value of the
NDVI associated to each FS80. Based on a roughly bimodal distribution, two main classes
of average NDVI value were identified for the FS80 polygons: 0.2–0.4 (73%) and 0.4–0.6
(27%). Using these two NDVI classes as strata for proportional allocation of polygons to the
sample, the FS80 training samples were randomly drawn from polygons larger than 100 m2

in each square cell. All the training samples were then visually interpreted to be assigned
to crowns of pure broadleaved deciduous trees (beech), pure coniferous trees (Corsican
pine) or, more rarely, to mixtures of broadleaved deciduous trees. This admixture was
only occasionally found in the study area, so was included in the “broadleaved deciduous
forest” class (Table 2). The final proportion of broadleaved and coniferous training samples,
being the result of the combination of a systematic and a stratified (using NDVI as stratum)
sampling, reflects the actual spectral variability and proportion of pure FS80 classes in the
study area.

Table 2. Definition of forest classes training sample.

Classification Code Tree Crown Assemblage Number of Samples

0 Broadleaved deciduous forest 76
1 Coniferous forest 39

Total 115
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2.3.4. Nearest Neighbor Classifier

The nearest neighbor approach was first introduced by [46] and later used in many
models [47,48]. This non-parametric approach is widely used for the supervised classifica-
tion of image polygons because of its simplicity and lack of assumptions. The basic theory
behind kNN is that in the training dataset, the algorithm finds a group of k samples that
are spectrally nearest to image polygons to be classified. A set of spectral or topographic
variables calculated on the orthomosaic that provide the best separability between classes,
were selected in order to conduct a better classification. This step was carried out by means
of the Feature Space Optimization (FSO) tool implemented in eCognition. The variables
that turned out to maximize the spectral separability between the two classes were mean
NIR, standard deviation of green band, mean GRVI (GREEN-RED/GREEN+RED), mean
eastness. In particular, eastness is calculated as the sine of aspect [49], which was previ-
ously derived from the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the study area released by Italian
Military survey office.

The most significant individual band was, as expected, the near infrared.
From the k samples, the label (in our case the two classes in Table 2) of unclassified

polygons is determined by calculating the average of the response variables (i.e., the class
attributes of the k nearest neighbor). As a result, for this classifier, the k plays an important
role in the performance of the kNN, i.e., it is the key tuning parameter of kNN. Usually, the
K parameter in the KNN classifier is chosen empirically and, in our case the study was set
equal to 3 (i.e., the default value in eCognition). This value was also shown to produce the
best classification results in similar studies [50].

2.3.5. Mixed Forest Mapping

The polygons of the finer level of segmentation (FS80) as classified by the kNN algo-
rithm, were used to label the coarser polygons (FS150), based on their relative proportion.
The rule applied is reported in the Table 3.

Table 3. Decision-rules for classification of FS150 polygons.

Code Class Description

0 Broadleaved deciduous forest
No less than 70% of the total area of the coarser
polygons (FS150) is covered by sub-polygons

(FS80) classified as broadleaved deciduous forest

1 Coniferous forest
No less than 70% of the total area of the coarser
polygons (FS150) is covered by sub-polygons

(FS80) classified as coniferous forest

2
Mixed forest of broadleaved

deciduous and coniferous
trees

Both FS80 polygons classified as broadleaves
and FS80 polygons classified as conifers occupy
at least 30%, but maximum 70%, of the total area

of coarser polygons (FS150)

2.3.6. Validation Dataset

In order to validate the classification, an independent and reliable classification of
FS150 polygons was performed on a sufficiently large proportion of the study area. Sam-
pling units were circular 1 ha plots with the center randomly selected according to a
systematic unaligned sampling design across the grid with square cells of 1 km2. Each
square cell contained one circular plot that crossed one or more FS150 image polygons
(Figure 3). The overall forest area covered by the FS150 polygons intersecting the 1 ha plot
was assigned to one of the three forest types (0, 1, 2) by visual interpretation based on the
same thresholds defined for the classification of FS150 from FS80 polygons (§ 2.3.5) and
used as “ground truth” independent data for map validation (Table 4). The surface covered
by the validation sample amounts to 3.51% of the total forest area.
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Table 4. Distribution of the three forest types classes in the validation sample.

Code Class
Number of

Polygons for Map
Validation

Surface (ha) %

0 Broadleaved deciduous forest 47 69.01 50
1 Coniferous forest 34 35.41 25

2 Mixed forest of broadleaved
deciduous and coniferous trees 33 33.31 24

tot 114 137.73 100

2.3.7. Accuracy Assessment

In order to assess the accuracy of the map, the confusion matrix was calculated.
The error matrix is a cross-tabulation of the class labels allocated by the semi-automatic
mapping procedure and reference data [51]. To examine the reliability of the mapping
approach we used four metrics: Overall Accuracy (OA), Cohen’s Kappa index of agreement
(K), Producer’s Accuracy (PA), and User’s Accuracy (UA). We calculated Cohen’s Kappa
index of agreement (K) to evaluate the possibility of an agreement occurring simply by
chance [52]. The K is a robust statistic useful for reliability testing. The K statistic varies
from 0 to 1, where 0 represents the amount of agreement that can be expected from random
chance, and 1 represents perfect agreement. It is possible that K assumes negative values.
This means that the two classifications agree less than expected just by chance.

3. Results
3.1. Forest Types Mapping

The OBIA procedure applied to airborne multispectral VHR orthomosaic allowed us
to produce a map of the forest areas covered by coniferous, broadleaves and mixed forests
in the study area, for a very high number of FS150 image objects (Figure 4). As shown in
the summary data reported in Table 5, the mixed forest class covers only 11% of the total
area, a proportion that is significantly lower than areas dominated by deciduous species
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(beech or other broadleaved deciduous species) or Corsican pine (Table 5). In addition,
tree species mixture appears to occur mostly as small-sized patches, as large as the size of
forest inventory plots (Figures 5 and 6). The overall frequency distribution of patch size
of mixed broadleaved and coniferous stands follows reverse J shape distribution, patches
larger than 2000 m2 being relatively rare in the investigated area.
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Table 5. Area covered by forest classes.

Code Classes Area (ha) %Area

0 Broadleaved deciduous forest 2502.44 55
1 Coniferous forest 1553.44 34
2 Mixed forest of broadleaved deciduous and coniferous trees 497.1 11

Total 4552.98 100
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3.2. Accuracy Assessment

The applied mapping approach produced good results, the overall accuracy being
equal to 85% and K of 0.78. The detection and mapping of mixed stands with a MMU
of 500 m2 with a single date imagery turned out to be feasible with the smaller training
sample (115 polygons), and satisfactory level of producer’s (84%), and user’s accuracy
(73%) were reached (Table 6). Better levels of user and producer accuracies (85–93%) were
reached in conifer and broadleaved dominated stands.

Table 6. Overall accuracy for kNN classification.

0 1 2

UA 0.93 0.90 0.73
PA 0.85 0.88 0.84

OA 0.85
K 0.78

4. Discussion

Study findings confirm the initial hypothesis, i.e., the possibility to delineate mixed
stands on a fine spatial scale from VHR multispectral imagery (0.20 m). In particular,
the OBIA approach here applied to the analysis of very high spatial resolution images
proved to be a successful technique for detecting a fine-grained pattern of mixed forest
in the investigated area, i.e., small patches (most often 500 to 2000 m2) dispersed in a
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forest landscape characterized by forest tracts dominated by pure stands of broadleaved
or coniferous trees. Considering that spatial variation between areas dominated by one
species group or admixtures of the two species is continuous, the main strength of the
proposed approach is to reduce as much as possible the elements of subjectivity in the
delineation of boundaries between the three examined forest types, the main limit of
the photointerpretation method, taking full advantage of multi-resolution segmentation
potential. It is worth noting that, in the currently growing scientific literature reporting
advances in the use of VHR imagery for forest type delineation [53,54], this study has
demonstrated that the use of a simple and cheap single date image, despite its limited
spectral resolution, allowed accurate mapping of mixed stands on the MMU of 500 m2.

Under the examined conditions, the thematic accuracy of the map of the three forest
types (conifers, broadleaves and mixed stands) achieved remarkable values, not lower
than 0.73. Results obtained for the broadleaves and conifers classification were better than
those for mixed forests, as expected. Indeed, many works have confirmed that pure conifer
and broadleaved stands can be discriminated rather straightforwardly [40,55]. The results
about mixed stands were less obvious, since previous studies had several difficulties in
discriminating such stands from pure ones [19,56]. In this regard, the use of topographical
variable such as “eastness” combined with the multispectral data makes it possible to
resolve part of the spectral overlap between conifers and broadleaves, as a consequence
of the different level of illumination of their canopy at the time of image acquisition due
to aspect or slope. For example, broadleaved trees facing west or north may show a
reflectance similar to that of conifers facing south. By introducing eastness, the classifier,
even if the reflectance in the examined bands is the same, “learns” how to discriminate
shaded deciduous trees or illuminated conifer canopies.

In this sense our results are encouraging, showing how the high resolution of the
four-band orthorectified data and the OBIA methods are well suited for mapping mixed
stands composed either by small groups or single trees of conifers and broadleaved trees.

Our results showed that most omission and commission errors are mainly due to a
confusion between conifer and areas with mixtures of broadleaves such as chestnut or
turkey oak. This could be explained by the spectral similarities between these groups of
species in the period of acquisition of the image. In fact, during the late spring, the spectral
signatures of chestnut or turkey oak could still be confused with the spectral reflectance
of Corsican pine, because these tree species have a delayed leaf phenology compared to
beech. This suggests that differences in canopy trees phenology are crucial for a successful
broadleaved species discrimination. An airborne image acquired in early summer could
have possibly solved most of the spectral confusion experienced in this study. Moreover,
as highlighted in other studies [40,57], fall image tended to have a high discriminating
ability when the leaf color changing process occurs. For these reasons, it is indisputable
that the use of multitemporal data could bring improvements to classification accuracy.
Indeed, multitemporal data could help to discriminate forest types that may be spectrally
similar in any single time frame, especially if the appropriate timing of the images is
selected, thus maximizing phenological differences and reducing redundant information
which will not be used by the classifier. VHR commercial satellite imagery would be a
suitable option to cover larger areas, but has considerable costs, especially if the mapping
is required over large geographical areas (e.g., the cost of 0.5 m pan-sharpened imagery
from Pleaides or WorldView is EUR 562 and 937 respectively, for 25 Km2 minimum order
area and 5% or less cloud cover). In this perspective, a possible further development
of this study is to apply the proposed object-oriented classification methodology to the
new generation of VHR multispectral satellite products characterized by frequent revisit
times (e.g., PLANETScope monitoring products). Other possible developments of the
study can be the use of alternative methods for the parameterization of multi-scale image
segmentation (e.g., the Estimation of the Scale Parameter tool [58]), or classifiers other than
kNN, including for example Support Vector Machine (SVM) or Random Forest (RF).
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Even with the above-mentioned limitations, the method proved to be effective to map
admixtures of broadleaved deciduous and coniferous trees not only in terms of thematic ac-
curacy, but also for the replicability of the image classification process. Indeed, the proposed
method is an attempt to integrate, in a fairly transparent procedure, different for image
classification algorithms (MRS, Assign Class, kNN), such that spectrally homogeneous
tree crowns are identified and outlined, at the finer segmentation level, the tree species is
recognized and classified, and the stand label is assigned and validated. Such an automated
procedure does not exclude a careful input in the form of visual interpretation—in the
form of training data and validation data. However, this support is limited to a negligible
proportion of the investigated area. Consequently this (semi)automatic delineation of the
target forest types from VHR imagery through MRS and classification demonstrated to be
efficient also in term of time, if compared to visual interpretation.

5. Conclusions

This study sought to address the performance of VHR data for use in detecting
mixtures of broadleaved deciduous (beech) and conifer trees (Corsican pine) in Sila, Italy.
In this regard, we have developed an effective approach for mapping at stand level rare
and patchily distributed mixed stands of conifer and broadleaves using VHR remotely
sensed data. The proposed methodology, if similar data types are available, offers a good
foundation for similar applications in other contexts where mixed stands of broadleaved
deciduous and conifers and pure stands coexist in the same landscape.

Knowledge of the spatial pattern of the mixed stands could be used to assess the
actual extent of these forest types and to steer more accurate investigations at a local level.
In particular, reliable maps of tree species mixtures vs. single species are instrumental to
sample with sufficient intensity mixed forest plots, in forest landscapes dominated by single
species stands. This is a clear advantage for the set-up of experimental or observational
platforms, aimed to study the effect of species mixing on the provision of habitat and other
forest ecosystem services.
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